Impromptu Speaking

Impromptu speaking is the most common form of public speaking people are involved in. There are many occasions when we are required to say something to others without preparation, including at meetings, functions, when addressing groups and on the telephone. Good impromptu speaking is defined as saying something effectively on the spur of the moment. In other words it is the skill of being able to think on your feet while talking to others.

There are three requirements for good impromptu speaking. You need to try and do each of the following:-

1. Organise your thoughts
This involves speaking to a plan, such as PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE. Thus
	Originally, in the beginning, etc
	Currently,
	In the future, next year, etc
Another very effective plan for speaking with minimum preparation is PREP.

	P - POINT	State the point you want to make about the subject
	R - REASON 	Explain why you made the point
	E - EXAMPLE 	Back it up with a story, incident or experience, illustration, statistic, comparison or demonstration 
	P - POINT	Conclude by restating your point that you want the audience to remember

2. Be specific and constructive
To avoid waffling or generalising, you need to limit your topic. Narrow your focus to make one key point about a subject. In this way you can say something specific and constructive, doing so clearly, concisely and convincingly by following a plan such as PREP.

3. Present your thoughts effectively
This involves all the items covered in the Presentation section. Remember people are more likely to be convinced if we look and sound like we know what we are talking about. Avoid being lacklustre. Many impromptu speakers lack animation. They concentrate so hard on their message they forget to get excited. Fool your audience. Let people think you're happy and not struggling to think of something to say. Act enthusiastic and you will be enthusiastic!


